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To Holniitt Sulinil~tlri 011 : i l c~  oc~orr.vion 01' ii:s rjOfl: hi!.[ i i(! i~.i '  
~ B S T R A C T .  We start the systernatic investigation of the peornetric propertics 2nd !he co!!inestion 
groups of Bruck nets N with a transitive direction (i.c. tvith a group Ci 01 ic'ntriil tr;insi;itiuns 
.tctirig rransitively on each line uf a given parallel class P). After revie~ving :;orne basic propcrtics 
of such nets (in particular. their connection tu difference rnatriccsl. we shail censider rhe problem 
of what can be said if either N or G admits an interesting extension. Specitically, we shrill handle 
the following four situations: (1 )  there is a second transitive direcrion: ( 2 )  4 is a translaiion ne! 
(w.1.o.g. with translation group K containinp G): (3) the dual of N P is a trinslation transkersal 
design iw.1.o.g. with translation group K containing G): (4) N admits a transversal land can then 
in fact be extended by adding a further parallel class). Our  study of these problems will yield 
interesting generalizations of known concepts !e.p. thüt of a fiued-point-rree proiip äutomorph- 
~ s m i  snd  results (for afine and projecrive planes\. We shall also see thitt a wide Yariet) of 
secmingly unrelated results and constructions scattered in the literarure are in fact cIosei:l reiated 
and should be viewed as part of unified whole. 
In this note: we shall start the systematic investigation of the geometric 
properties and the collineation groups of (finite) Bruck nets' 3 with a 
transitive direction (i.e. with a group G of central translations acting 
transitively on each line of a given parallel class P). Such nets generaiize the 
notion of a projective plane with a ( p ,  L)-transitivity for a Ha9 ( p .  L:. After 
reviewing this result and some further basic properties oi such ners (in 
particular, their connection to difference matrices ana orrhomorphisrr,s). u-e 
shall consider the problem of what can be said if either N or G admits an  
interesting extension. Specifically. we shall study the foilowing four 
situations: 
(1) There is a second transitive direction. 
(2)  N is simultaneously a translation net. 
*The results of this Paper will form Part of the first author's doctoral dissertation wiiich is beinq 
written under the supervision of the second author. 
' All undetined terms will be explained in the following sections. As general background 
references, we rnention Hughes and Piper [L01 and Pickert C241 for the theory of projective 
planes and Beth et ul. [3] for results frorn Design Theory and Finite Geomerries. .4n extensive 
survey on Latin Squares, their geometries (i.e. nets and transversal designs) and their groups may 
be found in C201 where an overview of this very active area of study is piven. 
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